WARNING!!

*** Have a qualified bike mechanic install THINstem if you are not familiar with the proper installation of bike parts

- Ensure the quick release is tightly and fully closed before every ride to prevent risk of injury
- If looseness is felt, stop riding and tighten the clamps.
- Do not ride if any part of the stem is damaged
Install Guide

VISIT REVELO.CA FOR DETAILED INSTALLATION VIDEOS

1. Remove original stem.
   Loosen the fork clamp bolts at the back of the stem and remove the top cap. Remove the faceplate of the stem and remove handlebar. Remove the stem from bike.
   If you have a quill stem then you will need a 28.6mm quill stem adaptor to work with THINstem.

2. Install THINstem.
   Insert THINstem onto the fork steerer and tighten the headset top cap and mounting bolts on the rear of THINstem.
   Unscrew the 4 top-plate bolts with a 4mm hex tool. Insert the handlebar and reinstall top-plate bolts 52 Nm. Center the stem body relative to the front wheel and tighten the 5mm fork pinch bolts 52 Nm.

3. Adjust the quick release tightness.

   The tension of the quick release lever has been pre-set. If you need to adjust the tension these are the steps:
   1. Loosen knobs counter-clockwise so lever closes with no tension.
   2. With lever closed, turn both knobs clockwise until they both stop turning (equal tension).
   3. Open and close lever. Add more tension until lever is tight to close.

4. Close lever completely before riding.

   When in riding or THIN mode always ensure that the front lever is FULLY CLOSED (almost touching the stem body) to ensure maximum safety and to prevent twisting of the handlebar.